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In this chapter I shall recover an important yet relatively neglected dimension of the history—and education—of “the psychological.” While historians have explored the early history of the mental health industry, with its novel language, technologies, and institutions, there exists hardly any analysis of the work that took place in the academy. The oversight of the work performed within colleges and universities may suggest the reluctance of scholars to question certain analytic distinctions between knowledge (science) and culture. Historians and psychologists, nevertheless, can only benefit from traversing more freely across the presumed boundaries of the scientific and the cultural, the professional and the popular, in order to better understand how psychological knowledges about social and personal life were manufactured, disseminated, and made meaningful. Here my focus is on psychology textbooks published between 1890 and 1940, a literary genre generally regarded as neither wholly scientific nor simply popular. These textbooks offer an opportunity to assess more comprehensively the relationship between the academy and the mass circulation of psychological ideas and ideologies, and have much to say about the politics of the early twentieth-century “higher education” of emotions.

In his 1890 introductory psychology textbook, William James presented a new theory of emotions as internal, physical happenings which are afterward felt as mental experiences. James reversed what he called the “natural way of thinking” about emotions that assumes that “mental perception of some fact excites the mental affection called the emotion.” In contrast to the view that
emotions were the result of mental processes, James proposed that they actually preceded the thought process: "the bodily changes follow directly the perceptions of the exciting fact, and our feeling of the same changes as they occur IS the emotion." James's theory, informed by the research of physiologist Carl Lange, was to guide emotion research for half a century, bestowing upon the new scientific psychology an organic, natural, yet fundamentally mechanistic explanation of human emotions.

The new scientific psychology, heavily influenced by James, and disseminated in textbooks and experimental reports, signals an apparent lacuna if not contradiction in the conventional histories of psychological life at the turn of the century. On the one hand, cultural historians have garnered considerable evidence of the "modern" psychological beings who, freed from nineteenth-century moralism and nourished by a culture of consumption, were conceiving themselves as self-gratifying, yearning "individu[a]." On the other hand, historians of science have reported how the new academic psychology was positing the idea of psychological beings as determined, biomechanical, and limited in their power to alter themselves. The first representation depicts agents who are seemingly able to make themselves into whatever they desired, while the second portrays beings whose lives are determined by invisible yet forceful laws of nature. I shall examine the emerging scientific or determinist view of emotion as a means to consider the extent and dynamics of the apparent contradiction in historical accounts.2 Representations of emotions in psychology textbooks—representations that are also evident in scientific practice and popular cultural understandings of emotion—are not simply determinist ones and, in fact, reveal that this contradiction is intriguingly multivalent. What was at stake in the mixed and multivalent signals sent by the "new psychology" must be grasped as more than an effort to establish the scientific status of psychology. With a subtle infusion of dynamic notions of personhood, the determinist model of emotions offered solace to a culture in which rationality, self-sufficiency, and social order were at once championed and doubted: on the surface they certified the certainty and stability of scientific laws while acknowledging a place for motivation, desire, and change. However, these conflicting notions of human capacities cannot be comprehended in terms of an ultimate dominance or victory of one over the other model but, rather, in terms of their co-existence.

Mark Seltzer has argued that during the early twentieth century two divergent cultural beliefs, emphasizing the natural and the made, respectively, resulted in a double discourse that blurred divides between natural and constructed, between the agentic and determined, and that recast "nature in terms of the naturalist machine . . . and individuals as statistical persons." The work of scientific psychology as it was published in the textbooks I shall discuss exhibits a similar boundary-blurring language. I shall suggest that these mixed signals and blurred boundaries buttressed psychologists' larger scientific and ideological project. The centrality of scientific determinism in psychological theories provided the discipline with authority and legitimacy, while attention to the desires and interests of middle-class individuals helped to make psychology a commercial success—a sought-after commodity that apparently served their personal and occupational aspirations. The success of this project depended not simply on a mixed rhetoric but also on an assumption that emotional experiences and expressions vary according to a social hierarchy—emotions are distributed, experienced, and managed differently by different persons and classes of persons. I will show that this social distribution of emotions, together with the strategic use of a double discourse, gave psychologists effective resources with which to proffer determinist theories of emotional life.

Psychology Versus Culture?

There exists in accounts of the culture of consumption and of the reception of psychoanalysis, a picture of middle-class individuals becoming caught up in the magnification and glorification of self—via self-interest, self-realization, self-control, self-presentation—and placing less significance on nineteenth-century ideals of self-sacrifice, strenuousness, and the control if not repression of desire. Psychoanalysis, through the translations, adaptations, and popularization of Freud's work, provided an imagery and language that described this new self and a technology for treating it. This increasingly influential therapeutic ethos fixed on social life, primarily the family and intimate others. Yet, while Freud was developing psychoanalysis, the modern human sciences were generating a different rendition of persons, one that purportedly was more methodical in casting human action in biomechanical, rationalist, determinist forms.7 In its purist form, this scientific perspective set limits to self-realization. As exemplified in the James-Lange theory of emotion, scientific psychology appeared to be declaring the primacy of the body, not the mind; psychological research sought to locate the control of psychological life, not in desires or will or social life more generally, but in fixed, often physiological, mechanisms. While both perspectives on human action addressed the growing uncertainties about the source and form of reality, and proposed that the real mechanisms of human action lie in internal processes—either in the physiological or psychic interior—they offered strikingly discrepant procedures for analysis and control of these governing mechanisms. Although the scientific psychology that dominated work in the academy seemingly rejected a therapeutic ethos of self-discovery and cure, and also selectively discarded conceptions of rational beings, it relied on a laboratory ethos of objective observation, calculation, and
dissection that was linked with professional interests in producing social control technologies that used asocial, scientific-technical practices. Scientific psychologists' aspirations for social control extended beyond the management of experimental variables in the laboratory to beliefs that an orderly and rational social life required control and regulation and that their knowledge could be applied to these ends.9

The tensions between these two opposed conceptions of "the psychological," then, comprised not a simple clash of scientific versus the popular everyday explanations. Rather, the contradictions represented in these two discourses are visible within scientific psychology itself in at least two forms. First, based on the notion that body determines conduct, one inspired by a Darwinism that undercut conceptions of human rationality, scientific psychology nevertheless took itself to be a rational practice that assumed the possibility that passions, desires, and emotions—irrational processes—could be controlled in order to produce a rationally functioning human world.9 Although the late nineteenth century had yielded doubts about the rational, autonomous individual, such uncertainties did not seriously compromise the maturing ideals of rational science; thus, the very mission of scientific psychology juxtaposed conflicting ideas about rationality. Second, scientific psychologists themselves often experienced the push and pull of these competing conceptions of the psychological. Just as James introduced a biomechanical explanation of emotions, he also wrote about self-discovery and self-realization, became engaged with spiritualism, and suffered the agonies and therapies associated with neurasthenia. Other scientific psychologists of the period struggled to find a place for will in a deterministic world, wrestled with their "feminine" or nonanalytic characteristics, and sometimes contributed popular articles on self-determination and self-discovery at the same time that they were promulgating a deterministic and mechanistic psychology.10

Introductory psychology textbooks published during this period exemplify some of the strategies developed to handle these apparent contradictions. In the texts middle-class readers, particularly undergraduates, were presented with sophisticated and persuasive accounts of persons as biomechanical, mainly determined beings. At first sight, these accounts give little support to the popular notions of self-gratification and the centrality of social life to the maintenance and enhancement of psychological functioning. However, the texts also conveyed an alternative conceptualization of persons, one that worked through and around scientific and mechanistic terms to signal ways out of the period's uncertainties and anxieties about rationality, self-determination, and improvement. What the texts offered, in the end, was a double discourse of the natural and the made, of persons as at once organic forms and social entities. Just as they describe the determined, biomechanical body, so they present readers as social agents who could will and ultimately determine the direction of their lives. Whereas nineteenth-century psychologists defined sociality in terms of interacting individuals, twentieth-century American psychologists perceived sociality in terms of causal influences such that "the individual ended up either at the receiving end of these influences or as the manipulator." By fitting social events to lawful causal models, the "social" had been submitted to determinism. With the use of this sometimes subtle double accounting, psychology textbooks traversed lines of several binary notions: between the body and the machine, between the natural and the artificial (or the natural and some version of the social), and between determinism and willful action.11

Psychology textbooks reflected emerging contradictions in notions of selfhood and social life. What was being enacted in them was the tension between cultural understandings of nature and technology at the turn of the century. In his study of double discourse, Selzer documents how mass-produced cultural forms including literature, visual representations, and technology variously coupled the natural body and the fabricated machine. Technologies of the industrial age consisted of practices that at once changed human experience and offered new ways of imaging the natural; thus control technologies like "the electric switch, ready at hand, promises to reconnect the interrupted links between conception and execution, agency and expression."12 During the first two decades of the twentieth century, scientific psychology established itself as a technology, one that by virtue of its subject matter—human mental life—was especially concerned with the relays between the natural and the technological. What has been neglected in many cultural histories of the psychological is precisely the play of these two cultural forms and its consequences for twentieth-century conceptions of personhood and social relations. While psychologists did not always successfully engage these forms or resolve the attendant contradictions, they were able to strengthen their accounts by subtle appeals to cultural norms, particularly to the status quo social order of personhood that attributed psychological qualities according to persons' social positions and identities. As we shall see, this social order is presumed in the very dialogue established between authors and readers.

Readers, Authors, and Texts in American Psychology

In his 1894 introductory textbook, William James asserted that "with a clean, well-trained eye and the mind's 'retinal field' cleared of all floating specks, the student of Psychology may ever seek the truth, the truth alone, if he would not be handicapped."13 Another author, in a textbook published the same year, informed student readers that "real knowledge and power" requires
that the pupil "observe and analyze the actual processes of his own mind and those of others instead of taking what the author tells him about imaginary mental processes." Readers of psychology textbooks were frequently identified as a special class of "educated men" who seek knowledge about reality and who stand apart from the class of "lazy readers." "Self-control," one textbook author posited in 1898, is "the greatest end of all education." Robert Yerkes expanded on this theme of a privileged and enlightened knowledge by noting that those who had not acquired the skills of psychology were "poverty stricken," adding, "Millions of human beings—unfortunate but all unconscious of what they are missing—go through life blind to the psychological world." Another author concluded, benefits "all individuals interested in studying or controlling human nature." These and other textbook authors identified psychological knowledge both with mastery in the world and with professional aspirations and, in turn, advertised these features to readers, thus enabling them to set themselves apart from ordinary citizens.

A distinct portrait of students was taking form in psychology's textbooks during the last decade of the nineteenth century. Readers were presented as ambitious and ahead of the pack, striving to know—and control—reality, including the reality of their own selves. Their images in these texts contrasted with the mid-nineteenth-century portrayal of the gentleman reader who read moral philosophy for introspective and spiritual insight. This shift in representation from the gentlemen of high moral fiber to ambitious, yearning youth parallels changes in higher education and academic psychology alike. The numbers of students seeking undergraduate degrees increased fourfold between 1870 and 1890, and the number of institutions of higher education increased by more than 70 percent. The dramatic rise in college attendance reflected social structural changes: in the early nineteenth century most college students were affluent, and a lesser number were middle- or lower-class individuals who sought preparation for teaching or ministerial careers, whereas by the late nineteenth century, college life attracted large numbers from the middle class, including an increasing number of women. These new students sought not so much genteel company or speculative inquiry as opportunities for vocational advancement in the new professions and corporate organizations. They sought positions as white-collar workers and experts in a world of technological change, growing urban populations, and greater wealth. As such, they were also seeking a place in a dramatically mobile social world where individuals were to experience social relations as ever shifting, proliferating, and sometimes alienating.

The audience for the "new" psychology textbooks, then, was largely white, American-born, middle-class youth who were about to enter an adult world of new social arrangements and who saw higher education as an opportunity to improve their social and economic standing. Education came to be equated with professionalization—the standardization of middle-class work. In Burton Dreistadt's words, education established "a formal context for the competitive spirit of individual egos." Professionalism constituted not simply a legitimization of certain skills and organization of work, but a culture which engendered the mentalities of its producers and consumers alike, a culture "by which middle-class individuals sharpened their emotional needs and measured their powers of intelligence." Not surprisingly, psychology textbooks also were engaged in educating the emotions, not just dissecting, analyzing, and labeling them.

Participants in this culture confronted a new field of tensions. One set of tensions emerged as the possibilities for vertical mobility coincided with the formation, in all institutions, of corporate hierarchies or broad pyramids where only few were to reach the peak. On another level the nineteenth-century "producer culture" emphasis on ambition, dedication, and self-control—or plain old hard work—existed alongside newer sanctions for leisure, sport, and the permissive consumption of new mass-marketed products. In colleges, study was not supposed to interfere with good times; collective entertainment, whether it be football or fraternities, occupied a significant portion of students' time. Popular literature offered accounts of frolic and adventure, and magazines promoted new products, not to mention new identities. Identity came to be less about character with the sublimation of individual desires to moral ends, and more about personality realized through self-fulfillment, confidence, and a desirable presentation of self. Finally, the middle-class culture of professionalism encouraged awareness of the experience of "reality" in both work and play.

Experience and reality, however, were becoming increasingly difficult to locate. The buzz—and expansion—of experience suggested excitement and possibilities, but there was another side: the dynamic complexity, multiplicity, and obscurity of experience were daunting. The growing trust in the veracity of scientific knowledge, the faith axiomatic to professionalism, promised ultimate access to reality, yet at the same time the proliferation of new expert knowledge sometimes looked like life was multiple realities, if not unreality. Social science in particular challenged the very idea of reality in its repeated assaults on common sense (notably in proclamations about the inaccuracy and subjectivity of ordinary perceptions) and on the notion of autonomous action. The sense of unreality (or of the plurality of realities) did not originate with the social sciences but coincided with massive changes in social life and technology. Thus, for example, mass communication and transportation, along with growing diversity of reading experiences and the fantasies if not acts of consumption, increased the "complexity and variety of voices represented in conversations with the self" during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Con-
tending with these widening experiences, people confronted not only multiple realities but the possibility of multiple selves. The perceived unreality of experience and the elusiveness of reality were addressed in the new psychotherapeutic sciences, including psychology, which claimed the ultimate ability to chart reality. In turn, these promises provided the psychotherapeutic sciences with a new opportunity to assert their importance in human affairs.29

By the 1890s, academic psychology too had entered a period of expansion. Prior to 1878 no American university had a doctoral program in psychology. By 1904 psychology had produced more than one hundred Ph.D.s and ranked fourth among the sciences in the number of such degrees conferred. That year at least sixty-two institutions had three or more psychology courses and some required a psychology course for completion of a B.A. The establishment of psychological laboratories, a symbol of psychology’s independence from philosophy and of its status as science, also increased. In 1892 there were eighteen laboratories situated in institutions of higher education; just eight years later that number had increased to forty-two, and by 1926 there were approximately one hundred and seventeen.30

Psychology textbooks mark both the growth and orientation of American psychology. Few undergraduate students actually entered the new psychological laboratories that symbolized the scientific legitimacy of the discipline, but many students were to discover that science through introductory textbooks. In the 1870s only six first-edition introductory psychology texts were published in the United States, in the 1890s there were thirty-three, and in the first decade of the twentieth century there were thirty-eight. After 1890, most of these texts were authored by individuals with graduate training in psychology, including many of the discipline’s leading scientists. By 1910 these books had become a standardized commodity; although occasionally the texts proffered an author’s favorite theory or school, most contained a standard compendium of topics—sensation, physiology, learning, and emotion—and staunchly advocated a scientific orientation to psychological inquiry. In their uniformity they stand as but one example of a burgeoning textbook industry, earning authors profit and sometimes professional status. In their language of esoteric methods, they helped introduce and buttress a professional psychological culture. In their representation of human psychic forces as biomechanical and calculable, they both constituted and contributed to a rationalist science/technology of personhood.

How did these scientific treatises expounding deterministic axioms of psychological processes respond to or accommodate the discourses of self-realization, the culture of self-gratification and consumption, and the anxieties about rationality that were dramatically expressed in both popular and psychoanalytic thought? How did the texts reconcile the bio-politics inherent in their scientific vision with an emerging psychic account (however confusing in its entirety) of personal fulfillment and growth? In other words, how did they (if they did at all) address the cultural and personal experiences of this new breed of readers who appeared to be self-conscious about their selves?

One plausible resolution of the conflicting visions—the biomechanical and the self-enabling—was offered by William James in “The Gospel of Relaxation” (1898). In that essay James applied the James-Lange deterministic theory of emotions to a practicable therapeutic of the self. James first extended the theory to prescribe that, because feelings follow from bodily activities, we should pay more attention to what we do than what we feel. Then by arguing that Americans’ pathological “bottled lightning” of anxieties and tensions is the result of bad habits of action, he suggested that Americans change their actions in order to relieve their tense minds.27 While resembling the behaviorist platform that was to emerge within the next twenty years, James’s psychotherapeutic diverged from that program in important respects. His apparently contradictory advice was that we manage not only our actions but our entire selves by “freeing” our ideation and volition “from the inhibitive influences of reflection upon them, of egoistic preoccupation about their results.”28 Repeatedly deploying mechanical metaphors and a play between freedom and control, James urged his readers to “Unclamp, in a word, your intellectual and practical machinery, and let it run free: and the service it will do you will be twice as good.” His advice was aimed at students, “especially to girl-students,” reminding them that “Just as a bicycle-chain may be too tight, so may one’s carefulness and conscientiousness be so tense as to hinder the running of one’s mind.”29 James concluded by designating God as a helpmate for female readers who tended to become “strenuously relaxed” rather than freely discharging their tensions.30

Unlike James’s didactic psychology, standardized introductory textbooks typically make no place for will or God. However, like James’s account, the texts juxtapose a rhetoric of mechanics with that of freedom. Nikolas Rose has discussed these features of psychology in terms of their contribution to “technologies of the self” to a science that offers not unhuman technology but potentials: it is “the promise of personhood, of being adequate to the real nature of the persons to be governed, that underlies the power that psychology seeks and finds with such technologies.”31 In this regard psychology can be viewed as a “generous” discipline readily accessible to various agents of social authority: “the key to the social penetration of psychology lies in its capacity to lend itself freely to others, who will ‘borrow’ it because of what it offers them in the way of a justification and guide to action.”32 Scientific psychology, as illustrated in its textbooks, did not so much propose a model of personhood that conflicted with other cultural productions and conceptions as it generated
a new field of possibilities for personhood, a grid upon which often contradictory conceptions were mapped and aligned, superimposed and coordinated.

James's essay on relaxation illustrates the multiple versions of personhood constituting the emerging technologies of the self. Introductory textbook authors also mapped and coordinated discordant images of the self in their treatment of emotions: they charted a biomechanical model but often interjected notions of self-management and change that belied a determinist view of emotions. Their combined talk of determinism and voluntary action, the natural and the social, was sustained through an implicit system of human relations which distributed the nature and intensity of emotions according to social classes and identities. Figuring prominently in the rhetoric of the psychology textbooks is a dependence on a hierarchy of social agents—specifically on an order of authority (expertise) and regulation that locates and organizes emotional experiences.

The Biomechanics of Emotions

By the mid-nineteenth century, the subject of emotion had gained a permanent place in the proto-textbooks of psychology; at that time the texts were usually designated as "moral" or "mental" philosophy. However, even by the final decade of that century the terms and processes used to describe and constitute emotions had transformed. In early texts emotions were described as physical, aesthetic, and volitional and were appreciated for their multitudinous, nuanced, and both culturally and cognitively diverse forms. Later texts represented emotions as distinctly affective (composed of feeling rather than thinking). In the earlier texts, emotion was the compounding or culmination of various elementary mental states. Sentiment, passion, and morality were directly tied up with emotion, and it was not uncommon for these textbook accounts to be illustrated with complex cultural artifacts, for example, Old Testament parables, Socratic claims, poetry for children, and passages from great literature. Frequent attempts were made to enumerate the different emotions, often resulting in elaborate taxonomies and lists (including such affections as conjugal love, piety, patriotism, and the love of home and such aesthetic emotions as novelty, fashion, harmony, and variety in unity). Dispensing with the tasks of enumeration and extension, along with culturally complex literary and historical exemplars, the "new" psychology textbooks focused on identifying essential mechanisms of emotion.

There are at least four dimensions that distinguish the more modern accounts of emotion that followed from the James-Lange theory. Representations shifted from conveying the multifaceted variations and artifices of emotions to describing them as natural and biological mechanisms. The location of emotions simultaneously was moved from volition—in the head—to the physiological and visceral—in the body. Thus, their regulation for the most part went from being associated with mechanisms of moral or inner control to those of external, sometimes social controls, and their phenomenal qualities were moved from being identified with sentiment, private, and subjective experience to physical experiences that were most accurately located through the objective observation of scientists.

Naturalization and Biological Representation

The James-Lange theory of emotions, along with several variations of that theory, dominate the textbooks after 1890. Informed by Darvinsian thought as well as physiological research, these theories naturalize emotions by representing them as basic processes that function to guide adaptive action. Emotions are nothing more than the product of biomechanics. Emotions are a modification, often seen as an "interruption" of normal conscious processes that can be stated in biomechanical terms as "derived from the afferent nervous impulses originating in muscular disturbances of the digestive, circulatory, and respiratory tracts." According to James Angell, emotion is a "general monitor" of friction within the organism that directs active adjustment of the organism to the external stimuli which gave rise to the bodily changes. Heeding Darwin, Angell goes on to say that expressions of emotion "are simply acts which are, or once were, useful under the circumstances calling forth the activity." In these texts emotions were thus naturalized in two ways: as organic, bodily processes (or products of those processes) and as functional activities in the natural order of evolution.

Bodily Location

The James-Lange theory established a new locus of origin for emotions, removing them from their previous habitat in volitional processes, in the head, to more visceral, bodily locations. Adopting this new site, textbook authors situated the origin (or accompaniment) of emotions in the circulatory system, nerves, muscles, digestive tract, respiratory system, neural mechanisms, sensory organs, and adrenal glands. Although many of these authors did not endorse the James-Lange theory in toto, they nevertheless conceded the centrality of organic states. Yerkes argued that the initial feeling in an emotion-arousing situation is not a product of bodily sensation but conceded that it "immediately is supplanted by the sensations arising from our bodily conditions." Similarly skeptical about the veracity of the James-Lange theory because it abstracts the emotional event from our experiences of it, Harvey Carr
nevertheless accepted much of the theory, thus joining his colleagues in matching emotions with specific anatomical parts. He defined disgust, noting that “it is the alimentary mechanism that is primarily involved in the emotional reaction” and that joy consists “of a rather widespread and exhilarative organic reaction involving especially the vasomotor mechanisms and accompanied by a great variety of motor manifestations.”37 Even Mary Whiton Calkins, one of the last remaining researchers committed to a psychology of consciousness (rather than one of behavior or physiology), incorporated biological mechanisms into her 1905 definition, citing the activity of specific cerebral locations like the Rolandic cells and frontal lobes.38 One author made literal the metaphoric loss of head, claiming that unruly undesired emotions replace reasoned activity when the individual loses his head: “If he completely loses his head, his sensations become a diffuse mass of feeling and his set for overt activity becomes a blind struggle.”39 The most reticent authors relocated emotions from the mind to internal organs and processes.

Experience and Control

How do individuals imagine and experience emotions once they are defined less as private events of consciousness and more as organic occurrences? The notion of emotions as determined, biological events has two notable implications: first, authority to know and name the emotions is shifted to the expert observer (scientist), and, second, emotional experiences and expressions cannot be controlled or altered by the persons who have them. The classic example, appearing in James’s text and reproduced in many others, is that an individual experiences fear only when he begins running from its object, the running being an action caused by organic activities. If emotions are constituted as physiological events, then the experience and control of those emotions, logically speaking, are dependent on those events and not on the person’s volition. It is at this juncture that the textbooks abandon or at least reformulate the biomechanical person being represented in their pages. Experiences of emotion are varied and can be varied; (self-)control of emotions is often presented as a possibility, although the mechanisms of control differ from text to text. In these modifications of the biomechanical model, the self-searching, self-gratiﬁying, and autonomous individual gains a presence, becoming a force that occasionally overrules the sometimes fatalist determinism of biomechanical processes.

As we shall see from the following textbook examples, creating a feasible double language of educating the emotions yielded neither parsimonious nor consensual views. But the need for a double discourse was considerable. Determinist, mechanical explanations of emotions established authority (for naming and regulating them) with the scientist. This line of authority helped bolster psychology’s professional status and utility. It also reinforced the image of the largely white male scientists who posed as rational outsiders gazing on the chaos of everyday life. Psychologists saw as their mission the use of their superior rationality to create knowledge to control the “half-educated man” or “the other one”—the masses of ignorant, untrained beings.40 However, the self-proclaimed epistemic security of the psychological scientist was being challenged, not only by social critics, like Walter Lipmann or Stephen Leacock (who lampooned the new psychology), but also from within the discipline. Many psychologists wondered aloud about the cognitive frailties of psychologists. Thus, Raymond Dodge worried about the “perils” of the psychologist who “may get lost in the chaos of details and never emerge. I have known such lost souls.” The researcher “may find himself in conﬂict with his colleagues or with the native inhabitants of the dark continent of ignorance, who voluntarily choose darkness rather than light and prefer prejudice to information. Not all of them live in Tennessee,” where anti-evolutionists were criticizing scientific knowledge.41 Even John B. Watson, who was notoriously arrogant in his scientiﬁc claims, confessed privately to occasional feelings of helplessness in his quest to understand himself and others.42

Equipped with the masculine scientiﬁc stance of superiority and distance, and invested in the imminent success of psychology as a commodity, psychologists beneﬁted from seeing emotions as a deep structure that existed outside of the understanding or control of the individuals who experienced them. However, without any identiﬁable means to control emotions, including those of psychologists, the professional project could not succeed. Ascribing to emotions some possibilities for control provided psychologists with a job, a skill to be marketed. Perhaps just as important, this view furnished a conception of personhood that would appeal to middle-class consumers of psychology: its promises of management and growth accorded with their self-images. With this double view of emotions as determined yet fabricated and socially malleable, mechanistic yet natural, readers could be educated both about the necessity of psychological science and their own possibilities for knowing and changing themselves as well as managing subordinates. Psychology was useful and it was desirable.

The texts are consistent in the effort to biologize emotions, but they differ both in the extent to which control of emotions was deemed possible and in the forms of control they delineate. To a few authors who most consistently maintained a determinist, mechanical model, the control of emotions by the individual seemed impossible. Yerkes, for instance, asserted the limits of control by quoting from another textbook, that of Edward Titchener: emotions cannot be regulated as “we do not master them and use them at will for intellectual and
practical ends as we do our ideas and judgments; rather they master us. For the
time being one is the emotion."43 Presenting the emotions as natural, akin to
instincts, some authors viewed them as taking the individual "beyond the pale
of social restraint."44

Despite classifying emotions as organic, bodily states, most authors never-
theless introduced mechanisms for modifying emotions or emotional expres-
sions. The ability to control emotions successfully was variously associated
with a number of factors, including self, experience, learning, individual differ-
ces, and society. Describing a case where an individual, while writing out a check
for a purchase, learns that his bank has failed and his fortune is lost, Angell
stated, "Such an event may or may not produce an emotion. It depends on the
individual, not the emotion."45 Other authors elaborated on how individual
differences predispose individuals to certain emotional experiences. Some
authors provided taxonomies of such differences, lists that sometimes resem-
bled the ancient theory of humors—choleric, sanguine, melancholic, and
phlegmatic personalities.46 These individual types were occasionally linked to
psychopathologies.47

For readers, mainly middle-class students seeking an education for the
economic opportunities it promised at the time, the notion of controlling emo-
tions was significant. Without such a notion the biomechanical theories of
emotion offered no benefits; not only did such theories suggest the essential
sameness of all people, of all classes and social groupings, but they afforded no
knowledge that could be deployed to improve the self. The idea that strategies
of control existed, and that they could be acquired and implemented by read-
ers, intimated a means to personal improvement and advancement. In the text-
book examples of emotional control, certain classes of people were exemplified
as having symptoms of certain emotions which were often associated with pro-
fessional middle-class life (such as the loss of control following the loss of one's
savings). These symptoms required masking or reduction in order to conduct
successfully the daily business of that life.

Even theoretical perspectives that focused on fixed predispositions, like
individual differences, frequently incorporated other more voluntaristic mech-
nanisms of control. Here again James set a pattern: his organic theory of emo-
tions was surrounded by suggestions for control, including but extending well
beyond the modest notion of individual differences. After claiming that "many
of the manifestations [of emotions] are in organs over which we have no con-
trol," James instructed the reader on how to manage emotion.48 His recom-
manded controls include rehearsing contrary outward expressions, repressing
emotional talk and display, and dissociating self from or suppressing the vis-
ceral manifestations of emotions. The first technique is illustrated by the adage
of whistling to maintain one's courage (and reduce one's fear): "If we wish to


conquer undesirable emotional tendencies in ourselves, we must assiduously,
and in the first instance cold-bloodedly, go through the outward movements of
those contrary dispositions which we prefer to cultivate."49 Repression of emo-
tions works similarly when one attempts to teach children to repress emotional
display so "that they may think more; for, to a certain extent, whatever currents
are diverted from the regions below, must swell the activity of the thought-
tracts of the brain."50 Other authors reported these techniques, writing about the
repression, concealment, and substitution of emotional acts. Even authors
like Yerkes, who claimed that emotions master us and that individuals cannot
wholly suppress bodily conditions and expressions of emotion, proposed that
individuals can control those expressions "to a limited extent." He claimed,
"Indeed, if, in the face of a situation which is wholly calculated to call forth
anger, I merely laugh and make light of the circumstances I do not express
anger to any marked extent: I may even experience another kind of emotion."51

Here, as in other examples, the quelling or management of emotional symp-
toms is considered to be crucial: such examples are driven by the idea of self-
mastery and the associated social costs of losing that control. To name and
describe these symptoms, emotional expressions, in biomechanical terms is
insufficient; their control and maintenance is especially desired.

Another commonly named mechanism for modifying emotions entailed
experience and learning, with experience being more idiosyncratic and diffuse
and learning being more general and calculable. Experiences for the most part
simply happen to an individual, a consequence of living, and these experiences
can modify emotional occurrences and expressions. Thus, for instance, Robert
Woodworth wrote that love and hate along with "the higher emotions, esthetic,
social, religious, are sentiments towards certain types of objects and are built
up in the individual's experience, with much assistance from the social envi-
ronment."52 As Woodworth described it, "social pressure trains" an individual
to hide his feelings while "other people are always trying to discover how he
feels." Consequently, "There is a race between concealment of the emotions on
one side and detection of emotions on the other, like the race in warships
between defensive armor and penetrating projectiles."53 Carr similarly wrote
that experience modifies what stimuli will evoke the emotion, suggesting that
"Society intentionally instills certain fears and eliminates others. Parents at-
tempt to eradicate the irrational and imaginary types of fear by the develop-
ment of some sort of rational inhibition. Fear is often regarded as a childish
weakness that should be repressed in order to develop courage."54

The textbook reviews of means for altering emotions added new dimen-
sions to the simple biomechanical grid upon which they were charted. Carr's
account of the modification of fear blurs the lines between experience and
learning, and between the incidental and intentional, through its inclusion of
parental and societal forces it names specific regulatory mechanisms, albeit fairly amorphous and complicated ones. Many textbooks, especially the later ones, cite scientific techniques of learning and conditioning as a certain means for modifying and controlling emotions. While some authors stated that social agencies “such as the church, state, and home” instill emotions as a means of establishing desired conduct, others described these procedures in technical, scientific terms. To do so they typically either employed the language of behaviorism or recited experimental findings. Thus, the famous “Little Albert” experiment, where an infant is conditioned to fear furry objects, was used to illustrate the conditioning of emotional responses. Writing in 1921, for instance, John Dashiell adopted such a behaviorist stance and with it the belief that emotional patterns are acquired; he also anticipated future experimental studies that would aid in the accurate detection and modification of emotions. The behaviorist position implied that “the popular conception of a person that attributes so many of his characteristics to his ‘natural’ propensities must be revised to make way for a view that is at the same time more practically useful, more fundamentally optimistic, and more ethically sound.” By 1935, textbook authors Edwin Boring, Herbert Langfeld, and Harry Weld confidently asserted, “Both anger and fear responses are easily attached to a new or different stimulus. These quickly established conditioned emotional responses may be altered by appropriate training or may persist over long periods of time.” They concluded their chapter with similar confidence: “In this process of conditioning, reconditioning and unconditioning we have a great deal of social facilitation and inhibition.” In these versions, behaviorism provided a response for middle-class needs for self-control.

Given the predominant stance of defining emotions as either constituted by or manifested through bodily surges, recipes for modifying and regulating emotions supply optimistic relief. Once fear is described as an event where “rational conduct has fled, and consciousness has become almost extinct, or else a mere riot of impulses” and embarrassment is taken as a condition where “we have been suddenly reduced to the mental condition of a vegetable,” then who would not desire alternatives? It is at these moments that psychology could, and did, offer what Rose called “the promise of personhood” through its technologies. If psychology located such human problems, then it also created solutions. One such technology of personhood was simply descriptive—the language of psychological theories themselves enabled talk about changing either the emotion or its expression. For instance, when a theory introduced the function of a stimulus—a specific trigger for emotion—then one could talk about changing the stimulus or even altering the response to the stimulus. Thus Walter Pillsbury defined emotional expression as dependent upon the individual’s attitude toward the stimulus, noting, “The attitude is in large measure under one’s control” since stimuli can be reclassified to elicit a different emotion.

The promise of personhood tended by the new psychology, however, took primary form in a scientific account that cast people and their actions in an abstracted, decontextualized, and ahistorical manner. That scientific view presumed that the particularities of individuals were irrelevant to explaining and predicting their actions; all individuals behaved according to universal natural laws. The optimism afforded by strategies for self-control of emotions (or for the control of other people’s emotions) was shadowed by this mechanistic rendition of human nature. In proposing this vision of human nature, psychology was capitalizing on the authority granted to modern science, an ideology that had apparently proven itself during the Industrial Revolution, surpassed the potentials of religious belief, and organized the entire world into an intelligible if complex scheme. If this rendition of humans threatened to erase significant social and class differences or undermine beliefs in personal improvement, then the ideas that emotions and their symptoms were indeed different between members of different social groups, and could be controlled, by some people, were ideologically comforting.

The special relation established between authors and readers—the notions that they shared a privileged stance and subjectivity apart from ordinary persons—provided common ground for controlling their inner selves as well as managing others.

Object

With the increase in experimentation on emotions, textbook authors had yet another technology at their service. While experiments ostensibly tested the veracity of one theory or another, they also inscribed emotions by giving them discrete, calculable form with identifiable and modifiable parts. That is, as a technical practice, experiments could actually modify natural emotions: by controlling or even creating one feature of emotional expression they produced particular events. In these technical productions, emotions were rendered artificial and, therefore, became modifiable. And, as a scientific practice, experiments were engaged to calculate, classify, and regulate what was irrational. This experimental logic is not delineated in the texts but rather is clearly conveyed by the power of the experiments themselves. Persuasion is accomplished simply by describing how the administration of hormones could induce emotional moods or how dramatic mechanical devices (such as a chair that unexpectedly tilts the subject to a horizontal position) when used repeatedly eventually could elicit less organic and subjective traces of fear. The persuasive power of the
experiments inhered in several of their unique operations, notably instruments that measured phenomena undetectable to the ordinary observer and devices that stimulated, modified, or otherwise influenced subjects' responses. Illustrations of these experiments serve as powerful persuasive devices, for they show the reader how the world works; seeing is believing.64 In addition, a fundamental feature of experiments is the condition of "assessment control," whereby through the particular social arrangement of the laboratory the experimenter directs the generation, evaluation, and reporting of the psychological experience.65 Through this kind of control the subjects' reports may be deemed irrelevant and misleading; the final interpretation of the events is the jurisdiction of the experimenters alone.

Through psychology's technical devices of description and inscription, then, emotions were represented as natural, organic states and as artificial, malleable, and indeed correctible ones. Humans were rendered both natural and artificial simultaneously, and the textbooks could espouse a scientific naturalism (and thereby also assert the authority of scientific knowledge) while making way for and promising a therapeutic means for improvement, growth, and attention to personal change. Further, explications of regulatory mechanisms provided an economy of emotions that both implied the necessary management of emotions and—like advice books—suggested when and where spontaneous emotional expression was appropriate and useful.66 These explications, which balanced control and expression, contain a double discourse that meshes discordant visions of human nature.67

A Social Order of Emotions

Psychological accounts of emotions utilized an additional system of support, one that is intimated in the experimental technologies that were introduced. The rhetoric of the introductory texts, including their illustrative cases drawn from everyday life and from experiments, relies on a particular hierarchy of actors according to which human types were differentially accorded rationality and potential. Control was not equally available to everyone, nor did all individuals have comparable authority to name, explain, or assess emotional experiences and expression. To the extent that readers resisted the idea of emotions as determined, irrational, and essentially biological happenings, psychologists' claims about mechanisms for control (such as learning and repressing) only partially alleviated such anxieties. A hierarchy of persons, or, more precisely, a particular order of social relations, not only rendered the biomechanical theories more believable but also lent additional reassurance about the regulation of emotional life.68

In the introductory texts, the relational order makes one appearance as a relatively standard relation between author and reader; readers, it was noted earlier, were given a special status as ambitious and successful and, therefore, were readily distinguishable from the "subjects" who were in the same class as the typical objects of the texts' psychological analyses. Although readers were not accorded the reason, control, or gaze of the authors (who double as experimental scientists), they were often invited to become like these experts, to see the world through the objective lens of psychologists, thereby enhancing their social-cognitive status.69 These author-reader relations are one of three distinguishable social orders represented in introductory texts: analogous hierarchies also take form in the relations of characters in the case examples and in the relations of laboratory experiments. In keeping with the portrayal of emotions as natural, and with the concordant claims of their evolutionary and biological functions, the texts contained plentiful examples of diverse subjects, including children, animals, adults, witnesses, mental patients, actors, pilots, textbook readers, textbook authors, fictional characters, and even scientists. Yet, just as these examples may have demonstrated the ubiquity and, more important, the universality of emotions, they also mapped (albeit sometimes subtly) a social order of emotional expression.

Animals and children were most often used to illustrate raw emotions or their conditioning and learning, whereas normal adults (including the writers and readers of the introductory textbooks) displayed more circumstantial, milder emotional expressions. Likewise, the emotions of unbalanced persons, those with personality abnormalities, were portrayed as more intense, prolonged, and less modified by experience or training than are those of "normal" individuals. The child, the cat, and the unstable adult alike were prone to screams and snarls, whereas the adult's expressions were less animated. The individual who lost his fortune, the researcher whose mother died, and the person who is watching a "sexy" motion picture displayed more moderate emotional expressions often modified by their personal experiences, training, and attitude. Different constrictuals of personhood were implicit in the texts, and they depended on the reader's shared sense that adults were different from children, men from women, and the educated from the uneducated. According to this logic, it followed that emotions, like IQ, varied (and not randomly) across different groups of humans. One author even conjectured about designing a "scale for emotional age, after the analogy of the Binet scale for mental age."70

These different controls of personhood often relied implicitly on shared understandings of types of persons (age, social class, gender). That is, in the textbook examples readers did not learn new information about different types of people as much as they used common knowledge to glean further differences explicated in these examples. The texts offer new class distinctions in associating certain aspects of emotion with certain classes: biology is empha-
The modern history of emotions is complicated once we begin to assess scientific productions and consolidate them with our understandings of related representations of emotion in popular culture, art, literature, and everyday life. By the close of the nineteenth century, psychology textbooks were generating conceptions that seemed to contradict increasingly dominant cultural manifestations of emotions and of personhood. The apparent contradictions between a determinist, biomechanical model of emotional expression and a self-gratifying, masterful, and profitably desirous one were reconfigured in these texts. Introductory psychology textbook authors never directly confronted these inconsistencies and contradictions; rather, they employed a double discourse that rearranged and ultimately celebrated both accounts of emotions (and of humanity). Simultaneously engaging in rhetorics of science and of common sense, these texts participated in educating the modern college-trained self as at once natural and artificial, biological and social. Psychology, in such texts and in its other practices, thus promulgated both the promise of self-gratification and the necessity of scientific technologies of regulation. College textbooks contributed to reinforcing cultural conceptions, and expectations, about the possibilities and the limits, the enables and the constraints, of “human nature.” They offered a template with which individuals could talk about, act, and modify their own (and others’) emotional experiences and yet at the same time acknowledge their biomechanical essence. They provided an ideologically comfortable place for and grounded a dependence on the expertise of scientific technology. The legacy of such academic contributions lives on in our contemporary vacillations between self-mastery and therapeutic dependence. That legacy likewise continues in our ever-changing strategies (and our ambivalence about these strategies) of concealing, shaping, suppressing, and realizing— inventing—our emotions.  
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**CHAPTER NINE**

**Epistemology of the Bunker: The Brainwashed and Other New Subjects of Permanent War**

**CATHERINE LUTZ**

While psychology has had a history of collaboration with the military that extends back to the mass IQ testing of World War I army recruits, one can argue that professional and popular psychological discourses have bloomed with the emergence of the national security state around the time of World War II. As part of a larger project to trace the militarization of the psychological through the twentieth century, this chapter discusses some aspects of how the political economy and culture of permanent war used and shaped psychological science. Taken on to the project of covert warfare and deterrence, the discipline helped construct a new more vigilant self, a self not so much explicitly disciplined as suspicious of itself. There were now public and secret psychologies, governments, and selves. What I will call an “epistemology of the bunker” developed, solidifying certain widespread notions about subjectivity, danger, and authenticity. How this played out in debates about the “brainwashing” of prisoners of war during the Korean War gives a concrete example of its shaping of public discourse.

**The Doubled State and the Subversive Self**

In speaking of the national security state, I am drawing on Sidney Lens’s persuasive thesis that 1945 marks the beginning of “permanent war.” This comes about through the institution of a second, secret government via the National Security Act and a variety of executive orders. Institutionally, it was constituted by the National Security Council, National Security Agency, the...